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other aspects of theta pinches. ' " The observa-
tion of this delay in Scylla IV-P is therefore a
strong indication of the presence of microturbu-
lent heating in the post-implosion phase of this
high-density experiment. This delay time is very
sensitive to the additional heating, even though
the total neutron yield is not. Because micro-
turbulent transport in field-reversed theta pinches
is a critical issue in the determination of the
amount of trapped flux remaining after the forma-
tion of the configuration, such delays could be
looked for in future field-reversed theta-pinch
experiments, and may be viewed as a diagnostic
of nonadiabatic plasma heating.
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In contrast to recent theoretical electronic structure calculations and analysis of elec-
tron energy-loss (ELS) spectra, surface extended-x-ray-absorption fine-structure meas-
urements establish the local structural equivalence of p(2X 2) and c(2& 2) oxygen on
Ni(100). In both cases the oxygen atoms chemisorb in the fourfold hollow site with an 0-
Ni bond length of 1.96+ 0.03 A (i.e., d& =0.86+ 0.07 A) . In the light of the present results
the large ELS frequency shift (14 meV) between the p(2&2) and c(2&2) phases remains a
puzzle.

PACS numbers: 68.20.+ t, 78.70.Dm

Generalized valence-bond ealeulations by Upton
and Goddard (UG)' recently suggested that the
chemisorption of atomic oxygen on Ni(100) leads
to two distinct states. Energy minimization for
oxygen in the fourfold hollow geometry and the
assumption of fixed metal-atom positions resulted

0
in respective equilibrium distances of d =0.88 A

and d& ——0.26 A for the oxygen atom above the
outermost plane of Ni atoms. Upon examining the

character of the wave functions and associated
charge distributions, it was concluded that the
state with d &

—-0.88 A is a lou -coverage radial
sta/e while that with d, =0.26 A is a. Precursor
oxide state corresponding to higher coverage.
Comparison of calculated vibrational frequencies
for the two states by Rahman, Black, and Mills
(RBM)' with those observed for P(2x2) and c(2x2)
oxygen on Ni(100) structures by electron energy-
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loss spectroscopy (ELS)" leads to a one-to-one
assignment of the d& =0.88-A state with the P(2
x 2) structure and the d~ =0.26-A state with the
c(2x 2) 0 on Ni(100) configuration. "

Both Upton and Goddard' and Rahman, Black,
and Mills' argued that their assignment was also
supported by other experimental studies. Dis-
agreement between their d~ =0.26-A value and
the low-energy electron-diffraction (LEED) value
d~ =0.9+ 0.1 A for both p(2x2) (Ref. 5) and c(2x2)
(Ref. 6) 0 on Ni(100) was attributed to a poor theo-
retical fit of the c(2x 2) LEED data and the fact
that the original LEED analysis was not carried
out for distances as small as d&=0.26 A.' In addi-
tion, x-ray photoelectron diffraction studies for
the c(2 x 2) 0 on Ni(100) surface' were quoted as
evidence that for this configuration the 0 atoms
are in or close to the outermost plane of Ni atoms.

Here, we present a surface extended-x-ray-
absorption fine-structure (SEXAFS) study of the
initial oxidation stages of Ni(100). En addition to
SEXAFS we carefully monitored the composition
and structure of the oxygen on Ni(100) surface
with increasing coverage by a combination of
other techniques such as LEED, Auger, and the
surface near-edge-x-ray-absorption find struc-
ture (NEXAFS) above the 0 K edge. From analy-
sis of the SEXAFS phase and amplitude we con-
clude that the local structure around the chemi-
sorbed 0 atoms is identical for the p(2x 2) and
o(2x 2) configurations. We find a 0-Ni bond

length of 1.96+ 0.03 A and 0 chemisorption in the
fourfold hollow site, i.e. , d& =0.86+ 0.07 A above
the outermost plane of Ni atoms.

Experiments were performed on the grasshop-
per monochromator on beam line I-1 at the Stan-
ford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory. During
the course of our studies two different Ni(001)
crystals were employed in two different sample
chambers with identical results. The crystals
were cleaned by using established procedures'"
to exhibit a surface with less than 1% of C, 0,
and S. The clean and oxygen-covered surfaces
were inspected by Auger and LEED. SEXAFS
spectra were taken at room temperature at a base
pressure of & 2&&10 "Torr. The crystals were
exposed to oxygen whose purity was checked with

a residual gas analyzer. The strongest p(2x 2)
pattern was observed around 1.5 L (1 L =10 '
Torr sec) oxygen exposure (at 1x 10 ' Torr) and

the c(2 x 2) pattern was most distinct around 20-
30 L exposure (at 5x 10 ' Torr) in good agree-
ment with published results by many groups
SEXAFS spectra of the two overlayers were re-

corded by partial electron yield spectroscopy
with use of a two-grid detector and a retardation
voltage of —350 V." This resulted in a fivefold
increase of the oxygen K-edge jump [-8% for
p(2x2) and -11% for c(2x 2)] as compared with
total electron yield detection (-2%). Note that
the c(2x 2) oxygen overlayer corresponds to a
coverage of only about 0.33 monolayer. " SEXAFS
spectra were recorded for oxygen coverages of
1.5 L [p(2x 2)], 20 L [c(2x 2)], 90 L, 160 L, and
a thermally grown thick grayish-green oxide film.
We also recorded polarization-dependent NEXAFS
spectra in the 1-280 L exposure range. Such
spectra which are extremely sensitive to struc-
tural changes showed that no oxidelike structure
was detectable below 50 L exposure. A struc-
tural analysis of the NEXAFS results will be pre-
sented elsewhere. "

Figure 1 compares the wave vector (0) depen-
dent SEXAFS signals for the p(2x2) and c(2x2) 0
on Ni(100) overlayers recorded at an x-ray inci-
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FIG. l. (a) SEXAFS signal and absolute value of Four-
ier transform for 1.5 L oxygen on Ni(100) resulting in a
p(2&&2) LEED pattern. The SEXAFS spectrum was re-
corded at an x-ray angle of incidence of 45 . The
smooth curve through the data corresponds to the back-
transformed signal due to the 0-Ni first nearest-neigh-
bor peak A only. (b) As in (a) for 20 L oxygen on
Ni(100), i.e., a c(2&2) LEED pattern.
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dence angle of 45' and the corresponding Fourier
transforms If(&) I The SERFS oscillations were
normalized to the jump at the 0 R edge which is
directly proportional to the oxygen coverage. The
smooth solid line drawn through the SEXAFS data
corresponds to the back-transformed signal due
to peaked. , only, after elimination of the other
structures in If(&)l by the window function shown.
Peak& corresponds to the 0-Ni nearest-neighbor
distance on the surface. Using a phase shift ob-
tained from a bulk NiO standard [NiO powder,
Ni0 single crystal, and a thermally grown thick
NiO film on Ni(100) gave identical results] we de-
termine this distance to be 1.96+ 0.03 A for the
p(2x2) 0 on Ni (100) phase. For chemisorption
in the fourfold hollow site this value corresponds
to d& =0.86 A in excellent agreement with the low-
coverage radial state found by Upton and God-
dard. '

The oxygen site for the c(2x 2) 0 on Ni(100)
phase is determined from the polarization depen-
dence of the SEXAFS signal as previously shown
for c(2x 2) S on Ni(100)." Comparison of the po-
larization-dependent amplitude ratios for three
angles of incidence unambiguously points to the
fourfold hollow site as summarized in Table I.
By means of the measured amplitude ratios alone
we cannot distinguish between the two oxygen po-
sitions d~ =0.26 A proposed by Upton and God-
dard' and d & =0.86 A implied by our results for
the p(2x2) phase. As listed in Table I, for both
cases near1y the same amplitude ratios are ex-
pected. For d& =0.86 A only the four nearest-
neighbor Ni atoms in the surface plane contribute
to peak A. For d & =0.26 A the distance to the sin-
gle Ni atom in the second substrate layer directly
below the 0 atom becomes comparable (2.02 A) to
that to the four surface Ni atoms (1.78 A). The
sizable contribution of this fifth Ni atom at graz-

ing x-ray incidence angles gives rise to the am-
biguity found in the calculated amplitude ratios
in Tabl.e I.

However, the measured 0-Ni distances for the
c(2x 2) phase summarized in Table II allow an un-
ambiguous structure determination. The 0-Ni
distance for d& =0.26 A would be polarization. de-
pendent because of the different contributions
from the surface Ni atoms and those direct1y un-
derneath in the second Ni layer. No polarization
dependence is observed. The measured 0-Ni dis-
tance is constant and lies within 0.01 A of that ob-
served for the p(2x 2) phase. Additional indepen-
dent proof for the local equivalence of the p(2x 2)
and c(2x 2) structures comes from comparison of
the respective 4 -dependent SEXAFS amplitudes,
recorded at 45' x-ray incidence. We obtain
A[c(2 x 2)]/A[p(2x 2)] =0.96+ 0.06 indicating that
the 0-Ni neighbor coordination is identical. The
value d & =0.26 A for the c(2x 2) phase would im-
ply an amplitude ratio of 1.28 which is well out-
side our experimental error bar.

The present SEXAFS study unambiguously
establishes for the first time the equivalence of
the local oxygen chemisorption geometry for the
p(2x2) and c(2x2) phases on Ni(100). Recent
analysis of the c(2x2) LEED data revealed an
ambiguity between configurations with d& =0.9 A
and d&=0 A due to a multiple coincidence prob-
lem." Photoelectron diff raction data" for the
c(2 x 2) phase favored d i =0.9 A but an analysis
was not carried out for d&&0.5 A because of com-
putational difficulties. We do not regard the
available low-energy ion scattering study" as an
unambiguous structure determination because of
its low accuracy and limited comparison with
various possible surface structures. However, in
retrospect the above three structural studies" "
are compatible with or even supportive of our re-

TABLE I. Experimental versus calculated coordination number ratios for
various models of c(2&&2) 0 on Ni(100).

X-ray
incidence

angle (deg)

Expt.
amplitude Onefold Twofold Fourfold hollow with d&(A) =

ratio atop bridge' 0 26' 0 86'

90/20
ao/45
45/20

2.1+ 0.8
1.2+ 0.4
1.8+ 0.5

0
0

0.6

0.4
0.5
0.7

1.7
1.3
1.3

1.9
1.4
1.4

Fixed Ni positions and A g Nj 1 96 A.
bAo N;=1.78 A to four surface Ni atoms and Ag N;=2.02 A to one Ni atom in

the second Ni layer.
A o —Nj

= 1 96 A to four surface Ni atoms .
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TABLE II. Experimental versus calculated 0-Ni neighbor distances in the
fourfold hollow site as a function of d&.

LEED
pattern

X-ray
inc.idence

angle (deg)

Expt.
0-Ni

distance (A) 0.86

Average calculated 0-Ni distance (A)
for a (A) =

0 026

p(2x 2)
c(2x 2)
c(2x 2)
„'(2x 2)

45
90
45
20

1.96 + 0.03
1.95 + 0.03
1.96 + 0.03
1.95+ 0.03

1.76
1.76
1.76
1.76

1.85
1.78
1.85 .

1.95

1.96
1.96
1.96
1.96

Each 0 is surrounded by 5 ¹ atoms at 1.76 A.
Each 0 is surrounded by 4 Ni atoms at 1.78 A and one Ni atom directly under-

neath at 2.02 A.
'Each 0 is surrounded by 4 Ni atoms at 1.96 A. The Ni atom directly below

0
the 0 atom by 2.62 A does not contribute to the first nearest-neighbor peak.

suits. Of all available structural studies only the
azimuthal-photoelectron-diffraction data of Peters-
son et al. ,

' which were quoted by Upton and God-
dard and Rahman, Black, and Mills' in support
of their model, appear to be contradictory. Here
we have to recall that the SEXAFS signal is domi-
nated by the majority species on the surface while
azimuthal-photoelectron diffraction at high elec-
tron kinetic energies may well be dominated by a
minority species in or close to the plane of Ni
surface atoms. ' We can use the SEXAFS data to
derive an upper limit for such an in-plane minori-
ty species. For a worst-case analysis we assume
that a fraction of 0 atoms indeed occupies four-
fold sites with d~ =0.26 A (d~ =0 A would yield a
smaller fraction of minority sites). Our error
bars for the 0-Ni bond length determined at 90'
x-ray incidence (Table II) would allow only up to
20% 0 atoms in this site if we assume that no
minority species is present for the P(2~2) phase.
A 20% minority fraction may indeed dominate the
azimuthal-photoelectron-diff raction data.

The importance of our results lies in the funda-
mental disagreement with the variations in struc-
tural behavior suggested by the theoretical stu-
dies" and thus we cannot accept their assignment
of the puzzling changes of the ELS frequencies"
in the range between the p(2&&2) and c(2x2) struc-
tures (1-30 L). We do not believe that the ELS
frequency shift can be explained by a possible
minority species (( 20%) which builds up with in-
creasing oxygen coverage in the 1-30 L range.
The ELS oscillator strength would have to exceed
that of the majority c(2 x 2) species by about two
orders of magnitude. Since the experimental ELS
spectra'4 appear to be reliable a new theoretical
explanation of the large frequency shift needs to

be found.
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High-precision measurements have been made of the specific heat of pure liquid He for
8 & T &500 mK and for 0 &&&32.5 bars. Such measurements have importance because of
their strong bearing on our basic understanding of both normal and superfluid He and be-
cause they provide a valuable input towards determining an absolute temperature scale at
low temperatures. The specific-heat results for I' ~100 mK differ significantly from all
of the previous measurements on He. Only the new data, however, satisfy several im-
portant thermodynamic checks.

PACS numbers: 67.50.Dg, 65.20.+w

The effective mass of the 'He quasiparticles is
one of the parameters crucially needed for a ba-
sic understanding of both normal and superfluid
'He. This quantity is directly related to the low-
temperature specific heat of the normal liquid, a
property which has been measured in many ex-
periments' ' performed over the last twenty
years. The results, however, differ widely, and
doubts exist, for various reasons, about the cor-
rectness of even the most recent data. In this
Letter we present new calorimetric data which
are an attempt to resolve this important problem.
The measurements were made in the temperature
range 8 to 500 mK and at seven densities corre-
sponding to nominal sample pressures between 0
and 32.5 bars. At low temperature, the new re-
sults differ significantly from all previous meas-
urements.

In contrast to many of the earlier experiments,
our calorimeter (12 cm') was constructed of high-
purity silver, had a relatively open design, and
contained no cerium magnesium nitrate (CMN)
for cooling and/or thermometry. Nineteen silver
wires (1.3 mm diam) were welded to the base of
the cylindrical cell and penetrated the entire
sample region. Silver powder' was sintered
around each of these wires to form 2.8-mm-diam

rods. The center-to-center distance between the
rods was 3.5 mm. The total surface area was
2 m'. This amount of surface area was sufficient
to reduce the thermal time constants to a man-
ageable level at low temperature but still small
enough to ensure that possible surface contribu-
tions' to the heat capacity would be completely
negligible. The heater had a resistance of 10 kQ
and was made from Pt-W wire.

Temperature measurements below 150 mK were
made with a 'He melting-curve thermometer'
attached to the outside of the cell. The thermom-
eter held approximately 0.1 cm' of 'He and was
the principal contributor to the addendum heat
capacity. This background term was carefully
measured and was less than a few percent of the
sample heat capacity at all temperatures. This
type of thermometer was used because of its high
sensitivity and fast response. Moreover, the
specific-heat data are now directly related to a
temperature standard: the P-T relation for 'He
at melting.

Above 150 mK the thermometer used was a car-
bon resistor in an ac bridge circuit. It was cali-
brated during the course of each experimental
run against a germanium thermometer. The lat-
ter thermometer had been calibrated previously'
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